Updated Digital Resources Aligned to the New Framework

The digital resources have been updated to help you deliver instruction aligned to the new curriculum Framework.

The course dashboard aggregates a variety of resources essential to meeting the new standards including the updated Teacher Manual, updated Correlations, and a link directly to the new College Board Course and Exam Description. The test banks have also been revised to help you provide meaningful practice and assessment opportunities that ensure students are preparing for the Exam all year long.

- The updated Teacher Manual includes section level correlations to the topics, pacing guides and innovative instructional strategies.
- The updated program correlation highlights where and how the program aligns at a glance.
- View the correlations by discrete chapter to help bring focus to chapter-level instruction.
- Link directly to the new course and exam description.

AP®, Advanced Placement®, and Advanced Placement Program® are trademarks registered by the College Board, which was not involved in the production of, and does not endorse, these products.
In addition to the updates that align the program contents to the new curriculum, the Teacher Manual includes a section dedicated to addressing the updated Framework.

**Addressing the Updated Curriculum Framework**

As has been stated, reaction predication questions are on the exam, but not stressed as much. Your students will likely encounter a reaction prediction question in the free-response section of the exam, or rarely, in the multiple choice portion of the exam. If the question is located in the free response section, it is generally a "stand alone" question; no subsequent part of the question will depend on how that equation was balanced. Given the "internal consistence" grading method on the AP exam, it is highly unlikely that students would have to balance an equation first and then do a titration or stoichiometry problem with it. A common set of questions is “write the net ionic equation for ____” and the next part of the question is “explain why this reaction is best represented by a net ionic equation”. Students rarely encounter a balancing equation question in the multiple choice section. However, if the students are given a redox reaction to balance in the multiple choice section, it will show the unbalanced equation with blank lines before each species. The question will ask for a coefficient of one of the species. A more common multiple choice question is to identify the type of reaction and provide a justification. Teach your students to identify redox reactions by a change of oxidation numbers. The easiest way is to look for an element in the ground state on one side of the reaction and the same element as an ion or in a compound on the other side — then you know the oxidation number has change, hence redox reaction. This will help identify the type and if they are asked to balance it, to remind the students to break the reaction into its half-reactions.

Gravimetric analysis is a common laboratory process and is often seen on the free-response section of the exam. It can be on the multiple choice section, but the numbers involved would allow students to solve the problems without calculators. Redox and acid-base titrations are also another common lab based questions that more likely will be free response questions, but may show up as multiple choice (again, if the numbers allow the students to find the answers without a calculator).

For both types of titration a key concept is the equivalence point. Most teachers define the equivalence point in terms of the stoichiometry, i.e. the equivalence point is when the moles of acid and moles of base are equal. However, it is important to develop the concept that the equivalence point is the point at which the limiting reactant and the excess reactant switch roles. In an acid-base titration of an acid being tittered with a base, before the equivalence point, the acid is always the excess reactant and the base (in the buret) is the limiting reactant. After the equivalence point, the base becomes the excess reactant. This concept leads to being able to identify particles in solution at any point along the titration curve, a skill needed in chapters 15 and 16. It will also help students to eliminate some of the choices in multiple choice questions.
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The searchable Test Bank allows you to create assessments aligned to the updated framework by content, standard, practice, or skill.

Click here to request access to the full digital course to review the updated resources, including the updated online Teacher Manual.